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Famed Psychologist To Hurl
Special Curve As Chieftain
Nine Starts Winco Schedule

OPERA LEADS CHOSEN
TheSTUDENTOBSERVER.

STUDENT
OBSERVER

Frances McGuire Selected As
Lead In Red Mill Production
To Play Opposite Bill Kirby

Seattle College will open its Winco league baseball season at 1:30 this afternoon at Broadway Playfield, when
James McGoldrick, S. J., sensational Irish find, will try to
throw his mysterious "psychological curve" past athletics
moderator Frank Logan, S. J., mighty batsman. In mitt
and mask, Anthony Corrigan, S. J., Dean of Studies, will
endeavor to catch the curve should it get past Father Logan. The ceremonies over, the Chieftains will clash with
the Gladiators of Pacific Lutheran in their first league
game.

In the Opera Guild's forthcoming production of Victor
Herbert's "Red Mill," Frances McGuire, Frosh Music MaAlthough the more optimistic jor, and Bill Kirby, Soph English Major, will play the leadof the students were disappointed ing roles. They will portray Gretchen and Captain Donnie
in the casaba efforts of our Chief- Van Damm loves kept from marriage by Gretchen's father,
tains, even the most pessimistic Jack Marriley will handle the role of the Burgomaster, the
'
have raised a hopeful eyebrow at trouble-making father.
GEORGE ANDERSON

the showing of the varsity baseball and golf teams.
Baseball features a new coach,
outstanding pitching, solidinfieldIng and outfieldlng, all mixed together with a good sprinkling of
base hits. Al Ivanich, Joe Facccne,
Frank Vena and Howie Lang constitute the pitching staff that has
compiled the amazing record of
twelve straight vlstories and no
defeats. In the other positions ivc
see a majority of former CDea
and Franklin high school greats.
Local divoteers seem headed for
their second straight Winco League championship. The first five
has been winning easily, but there
are other men who are constantly
pressing the starting quintet for
their berths. An idea of the golf
team's strength can be gleaned
from the fact that coach Norb
Trudeau, number one man of last
year's championship outfit, ■ has
yet to win his spurs as a regular

Two American fathers, Kidd
Conner and Con Kidder j who aid
in reuniting the duo, are played
by Key Packard and Don Wood.

As Veteran Head

matinee performance.

on the '47 squad.
Why hasn't baseball coach Len
Yandle been introduced to the
student body? There have been

Riding Club Will
two meetings since his appointAt New
ment but still no sign of Len. He Celebrate
doesn't have to fear the stnderit
body even though it may appear Site With Party
that they expect much from a
coach. We all want to meet the
man and the team which has done
so weU by Seattle College.
The vets have threatened to
abandon their cramped housing
project in favor of the new gym
which is nearing completion. If
so we shall be forced to watch
next season's basketball games
from mighty small quarters. As
someone said, "A«d that new gym
is SO BIG!" (We can't tell who
said it because Joe Bitson doesn't
want to be quoted.)
Friday, May '£, is the day for
nominations for the office of student body president. Everyone
should make an effort to attend
the student body meeting on that
day, as it is the most important
meeting of the year.
For the first time in several
years there is a lc«g list of eligible candidates from which' to
choose. From this list student voters must decide the man they
want, and it is almost a certaintiy
that whoever is chosen will be
capable of carrying the load for
the new Seattle College.
He will have a more efficient
organization with which to work
because most' of the many problems which arose from a new
constitution and an almost doubled enrollment have been worked
out effectively by our present
student body prexy.
So we take this opportunity to
congratulate whoever is elected,
and although it is a little early,
to thank Fred Holt for a job well
done.
For entertainment we recommend the all-school picnic, the
tottermen-sponsored talent show,

The Chiefs will be seeking their

thirteenth win on a Friday afternoon. In their twelve game winning streak, the Collegians have
scored 114 runs and given up 48;
six different pitchers have been
credited with victories; they have
won three games by a one-run
margin; have racked up two shutouts; and have put themselves
under the pressure which always
accompanies a long string of victories.
The teams this afternoon are
scheduled to play two seven inning games. They will meet once
more for another league doubleheader at Tacoma on May 5.
The Lutes rate as the dark
horse of the WINCO league. They
have as yet played no outside
games and the College athletic
department has not been able to
garner any information as to their
players. Like the other WINCO
schools, PLC has not played inter-

Leash Chosen To
Succeed Charvet

Romantic interest in the secondary plot is supplied.by Rita Horan as Bertha, and Prentice Dean
Newly elected mayor of Vet's
as the governor.
Hall, located adjacent to SC, is
Under the direction of William Tony Leash. Retiring as mayor
A.Moeller, the Victor IHerbert light is Andre Charvet, who is graLarry Bouopera is scheduled for presenta- duating this spTlng.
Mayor; Ed
chosen
Vice
lier
was
tion at the Moore theater on May
Bourke, Treasurer; and Jim Jas7. Handling the business angle of pers, Secretary. These newly
the production is Bob Breskovich, elected officers were installed at
business manager. Louise Rehbahn a meeting held at Vef s Hall earis making all arrangements for ly this week.
Plans were made for the forththe sponsors.
Others playing leading roles are coming Vets^Forum Danc^ ResiMarjorie Carlisle as Tina, and dents of the Hall chose Andre
Bob Wanasek as Willem. Marga- Charvet to serve as chairman
ret Acheson and Prentice Dean, of the dance.
the alternating leads, will sing the
Arrangements were formulated

Editorial

Ski Club Take Last
Overnite Of Season;
Return Tired, Happy
At 7:00 a.m., Saturday, April
12, the Siki Club, with the sun

in their faces left the campus
and headed toward Stevens Pass
for their last overnight flkl trip

of the season.
Eighteen happy-go-lucky skiers
were packed among skis, poles,
boots, sleeping bags and lunches
in the Vanliners. Fr. Gaffney, taking Fr. Lindekugel's place, enjoyed a- piece of birthday cake,
as the Hiyus celebrated the birthday of eight-year-old Clara Anne
Harvey.
Singing was kept going by "The
Andrews Sisters" and "Der Bingle," alias Jackie Carr, Diane
Fieblg, Virginia Harvey, and Joe

O'Brien.

and The Times Outdoor Show.
Arriving at the Stevens Pass
The talent show, which was post- Lodge, ski clubbers stumbled out
poned from Its original date, will of the Vanliners to be greeted by
show off the much-heard-of all- "Blue Skies." After hurrying to
around talent among the students bring bag and baggage to the
at Seattle College.
lodge, eager skiers donned their
The sophomore class promises hickories "and headed for the icy
a "good for nothing" next month. slopes.
(Continued on page 4)
(Continued on page 4)

-

Game Today 1.30
Broadway Playfied

Doubleheader

'

refer to anyone who does anything for the
student body as a wheel).
Suggestions for the so-called resurrection of
the ASSC are not too numerous. They include
ideas for a student council, a better campaign
project, and earlier meetings.
Backers of the student council idea claim the
rework of governing should be done by elected
to
progress
presentatives who would report their
the student body at on ASSC meeting.
This type of student government would remove
the necessity of arguing certain points at our
regular meetings. Students complain that they
they claim
do not know what is happening. Thus
more students would attend.
Bigger publicity plans have always been talked
about. We've had some ideas but nothing sensational.
Starting meetings at 1 1:00 as was the custom (the first meeting every quarter) has been
dropped and by whom nobody seems to know.
Therefore, the ASSC has passed away. The
wheels, the minority, have now taken complete
control. The majority just don't seem to care.
ASSC— Requiescat in Pace.

Vets Employment
Problems Are To
Be Radio Subject
In its first half-hour radio show,
April 24th, Seattle College will
present a discussion concerning
the Veterans Employment Problems, The principal speakers will
be Julian A. Thomas, international
industrial director of the Urban
League, and Johnny Slack, who
is assistant State Veterans Employment representative.

ent

_^

Of Naval Reserve
At Vet's Housing
For the convenience of
veterans enrolled in Seattle
College who desire information on their status in the
new Naval Reserve program,
a temporary office has been
established at the Veterans'
housing unit.
This office will be open from
9 a.m. to 12 p.m. daily, Monday
to Friday, and will be under the
charge of Chief Boatswain's Mate
Heatherlngton, liSMi, attached

collegiate

strong.

As an organization and with its large membership its business is carried on at the student
meetings. With seventy students present one can
see at a glance that this group certainly is not
representative of the organization.
These students, however, have made the ASSC
very active and under the presidency of Fred
Holt have ironed out many of the difficulties
which existed in the student body before.
However, the student body, the ASSC, needs
the cooperation of everyone. At the last meeting the cooperation of the majority was missing. Only "the wheels" were present (we use
trus word because the group who weren't pres-

Temporary Office

to the Seattle Recruiting Station.
baseball in recent
According to Chief Heathering.
years. The Gladiators, however, ton, a large majority of veterans
usually field strong teams in all
are not aware of the advantages
sports.
of enrolling in the Naval Reserve
Coach Yandle Is expected to program, the most Important of
start Joe Faccone, victor in three which is that they may enroll in
pre-season games, or Al Ivanich, the same rating
In which disformer all city pitcher from Cleve- charged, regardless of elapsed
land High. Also rested is Frank time since separation.
Vena, who shut out Central WashEx-Army and Marine personnel
ington last Friday.
are
also eligible for enrollment.
Tuesday the Chiefs will conAnother
important point is that
meeting
tinue their league play,
they are automatically accumulatWestern Washington in two games
ing longevity pay while serving
at Bellingham.
in the Reserve, either in an active or inactive status.

And thus we find ourselves reading the obituary of the organization known as the Associated
Students of Seattle College, the largest organization in school.
Its membership includes every registered student at Seattle College carrying at least ten hours.
At present that membership totals over 2000

for
the graduating seniors of Vet's
Hall next month.

Attend Winco League

...

away.

a "party" to be given for

Blood-curdling shrieks and
night-rending screams issued
from the Biology department in
the Science Building, as twentythree students were initiated into
the Mendel Club Wednesday evening. Beginning their initiation
in the morning, initiates paraded
through SC halls wearing quarantine signs for chickenpox or
measles, with their hands ;nd
faces marked accordingly.
The snwing of "bones" and the
clattering of pieces to the floor
were heard between screams as
"Mad Doctors" Applegate and
Boggs ]>erformed rapid but effective "surgery." Many objects
crashed to the floor as blindfolded victims were handed something wet or slimy things to hold.
Responsible for the evening's
liorrors were Norm Bomengen
Harmi»i Harrison and Hal Wales,
who planned the initiation. Members of the Mendel Club assisted
the chairmen.
Those initiated included Phil
Beglin, Al Bowles, Margaret LeBrussour, Adrienne Healy, Glenn
Drange, Jim Ihler, John Delorie,
Marguerite Schmidt, Rosemary
Slur/41, Barbara Brown, Molly
Abrams, Eldon McClellan, Tom
Stapletcn, Yvonne Orunke, Dolores Guldjord, Fred O'Donnald,
Stan Haibert, Dick Patton, Georgine Wassen, Ed Gralsy, Doreen
Dsflece, Marguerite Logan and
Dorothy Nicholai.
After the initiation, Father
Gerald Beezer, S.J., moderator
of the Mendel Club, was introduced to the new Mendelains.

.

Funeral services for the ASSC will be held in
the near future.
Cause of death was due to starvation at the
last ASSOmeatmg Friday.
Surviving the deceased are seventy loyal students who were present when the ASSC passed

'Mad Doctors'
Help Terrorize
their
excursions at a new Mendel Victims

Seattle College's Equestrian
Club has arranged to hold
weekly riding
stable, Cy's Stables located on
Marginal Way. College students
are free to ride at this stable
for the reduced flat rate of $1.00.
This ■ afternoon at 5:00 the
Equestrian Club will hold a twilight ride which is to be followed
by a party at the Stables for
excursion.
members making
Dancing will take place in the
recreation room of the stables.
Dick Hourigan made the arrangements for this week's activity and promises it will be on.
of the most successful excursions undertaken by the club.

NUMBER 24

Mr. Thomas will speak on the
overall employment picture, as It
affects veterans, and Mr. Slack
will discuss the state's duties In

In addition to furnishing complete information c»n the Navy
Reserve and the Rregular Navy,
Chief Heatherington will accept
applications for enrollment in the

Naval Reserve and arrange for
the complete enrollment process
to be completed at the Seattle
College office.

PREVI EW
OF THE WEEK
Friday, April 18.
Winco League Opener.
S. C. vs. P. C. L. (double header) 1:30 Broadway.
Riding 5:00
Monday, April 21
IX Meeting— 7:3o.
Tuesday, April 22
Forum Club Meeting.
7:30 "Room 210.

——

regard to veteran employment.
Many pertinent subjects are
slated for discussion on this program. Questions concerning "On
The Job Training For Veterans,"
Commerce Club.
"Training for Disabled Vets," and
7:30 L. A. Building
"Part-Time Specialized Employ- Thursday, April 24
ment For Those Veterans AtS. O. vs. W. W. C. E.
tending College,"
At Bellingham.
The program is to be in the
"SC On The Air."
nature of a round table discusKEVR— B:3O.
sion, with Terry James acting as
master of ceremonies, and Don
Schute, Dick Blair, and Syl Henke
in the discussions of matters pertinent to Seattle College students.
The minimum number of
The broadcast has received con- hours required for the drawing
siderable outside publicity, and It of full subsistence during the
Is expected that It will attract summer quarter will be ten
the largest radio audience the
Seattle College programhas ever
7V2 hours carried through
known.
the summer will entitle the
Mr. Kane of the Labor-Manage- veteran to draw 3/ of his subment Forum, which is presenting sistence allowance.
Mr. O'Connell
the programt is in charge of all
" "
***
Adminlst
Veterans
ration
arrangements.

—

Attention

.

■■■■"
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Welcome To SC's New Coach
We don't wish to give anyone the wrong impression but we think that it is about time that someone
officially welcomed our new coach, Len Yandle.
It is rumored that he was to have been introduced
to the student body at the ASSC meeting last Friday.
To the few people who were there, the rumor was
proven false.
As we said, it begins to look like we were waiting to see how many games his team will win before
we welcome him.
At deadline time he has coached the baseball team
to twelve straight wins. That's something for which
we can be proud. Yandle is now athletic director and
has teams in track, tennis, and golf also entered in
collegiate competition.
We on this page, therefore, will take it upon ourselves to represent the student body in* welcoming
Len Yandle as Seattle College's newly appointed athletic director.
And to the students of SC, the Spectator is pleased
with the way in which the student body have been
attending the baseball games. Student participation at
these events is a great boost to the team's morale
and winning spirit.
Welcome, Coach Yandle—students,

let's show him
League
Winco
attending
today's
by
a real welcome
opener with Pacific Lutheran College at Broadway
playfield at 1:30.

Clear The Decks For Action
Complaints, complaints, and more complaints.
This time we are concerned with those students
who continually persist in discussing anything and
all things while standing in the halls and on the
stairs during class changes.
The congestion caused by these "I like to create
confusion by talking in the halls'' people is fast becoming the most deplorable situation in school.
Students who are guilty of the aforementioned habit, and we mean habit, we believe do not actually
realize the position they are in. (And that statement has a double meaning.)
For the most part these students probably do not
realize what they are doing. They start to talk for a
few seconds to some friend whom they meet between

classes.
Then there are those who stand on the stairs and
feel it is their moral obligation to say hello to everyone they meet.
Some students, and we would say very few, realize
the effect of their act and just don't care.
Students who are hampered in their progress from
one class to another should kindly remind those who
clutter up the hall to please move on.
Do it in a serious and polite way and make it convincing. You'll find that most of them will gladly
cooperate.

TEN YEARS AGO IN THE SPEC
Alumni items are written for M the Likeness of Christ,'* by Edward Leen, O. S. P., and WIIthis week's Spec by Archie
Ham Thoreson reviews Edith
Richardson.
Wharton's "Ethan Frorr.e."
College sponsors fir-1* inter* school debate tournament.
high
SC Glee Club givss conceit
St'
at
atlu«A scries of net
be-

"

matches

tween Portland University and
SC is being arranged.
0
Agnes Vallgette reviews "In

"

Coach Bill Murphy finishes
his first season as Jir^ctor of
athletks at the Coll -ft".

FROM
— By BALLARD'
Chester Storaa

"THE PRISONER OF SAN RAMON"

The other day, while stalking through Seattle and its
haughty environs, Itook careful note of what was being
done in the way of home constrjfction. While it was all very
weird and interesting:, it was
also obvious tnat here, eSpecially( have people gone architecturally berserk.
There were big: ho1lies and
small. Pretentious houses and
humble. The streamlined and
the rugged. There were great
modernistic jobs, with second
floors jutting out over the tirst,
making them look like crackerboxes with an over-bite. T/iere
were Cape Cods so authentic
you could almost smell the fish,
and Southern Colonials with
built-in drawing rooms. There
were Swedish and French Provincials, Early Americans, the
California Spanish; in fact, just
about every period and style

He walked the road which climbed the mountain
Under him was Sablone Valley
Full of scenery.
The thirst was on him as the olive,
Moist wind walloped up the slope. Smell,
Spain is growing well.
The groves of ancient olive trees which
Stayed behind the ages, waiting,
Love their meditating.
New Spain was getting upon her
Knees since the war was ended.
Cork trees descended
Prom El Greco; and the spice and rocks white
Hot beneath the white hot sun and
Brown, fresh, plowed-up land
Lay as it jumped beside the plowing.
Flies buzzed, blue and Jplack, and at the
Old, tall cypress tree
The traveler delayed to rest. The
Woman bent upon her weaving, but
Rose, perceiving
That she was tired.
She spoke. "He's still a
Prisoner of San Ramon," said
She pointing her head
Toward the man in black who sat beneath
The tall cypress. ''They let him go
But you should know
Though iron bars bind him no more he's
Yet in San Ramon."
She gave to him some berry brew.

The Meeting

conceivable.
But as far as building a house
in Seat.le goes, it doesn't really
matter what design you choose.
You see, no one cares. If your
home is unusual enough to appear in one of those house and
garden magazines, it* won't be
called Early American, Southern Colonial, Quonset, or whatever you think It is. Oh, no, it
will be "typHaally Northwest,"
and people looking at it will
say, "How darling!", or "How
unutterably quaint!" or "My
god, isn't that awful?" accordIng to their sentimenls.
But then, this is as it should
bej or anyways, as it aKvays
bfieh. 1 would know. Ihf
plastic :tars of my tthlldKbjd
were rounded into shape i n
rrany of these 'typically Northw st" in mes, and every minute
of it w.:.s fascinating.
It was approximately twenty
years ago when Imoved with
my family to Seattle. Our first
home was on Magnolia Bluff.
In those days it was really isolated. My father started home
from work one night, and diove
for four hours trying to find
the house. Finally spotting a
lighted window, he stopped to
get directions. He described the
place to the woman who had
answered his knock. She said
she had never heard of the
place, but then she had lived
there only fifteen years. There
was a house down the road a
piece, though. Why didn't he
ask there; maybe they could
direct him?
Father pushed
onward
through the fir trees and rhododendrons, till he reached the
finger of light that pointed to
human habitation.
When Mother answered the
door Father managed a tremulous little smile as he extended his hand and quipped, 'Mrs.
Storaa, Ipresume?"
That i^ight was eiough for
both of them apparently, for
the next day we packed up and
moved over to Ballard and civilization.
But the pound of pioneer
blood in (heir veins was too
strong for them to enjoy long
the shallow comforts of an easy
life, so we moved back to Magnolia Bluff. This time we picked
an English cottage. It had a
terraced garden that was stepped down to the bottom of
a ravine where a small, merry
stream of local sewage made
its way down into Puget Sound.
Inside, everyihing was as
cozy and warm as only the interior of an English coltage
can be. All was just lovely, in
fact, until the windows were
open and we breathed f he refreshing fragrance of decaying
seaweed and decomposing seagull.
With the end of winter, the
Hrds and we howled north. We
stopped at the far end of Magnolia Boulevard, liiat house
had two bedrooms, berth of
which were dark enough to develop super speed film in
Without lowering the venetinn
blinds. As an adclcl bcurojn:
mme there was a glassed-in
"sun" porch that also h'i'l a
glass roof. It way delightful to
lie in bed. and p««r up at the
stars while the neighbors stood
in their windows and peered
down at me.

—

—

There came a time, however,

when those little stars withdrew
behind a thick slab of black
cloud and what happened then
should happen only to a water
spaniel. The roof leaked. And
it was but a matter of days
until we were the only people
in Seattle who had a swimming pool with a bed in the
middle of it. Idon't know how
(Continued to page 4)

Roscoe Batch

The man
want him to go back to Spain,
"You hear! I
The land of sun and limes and men who sweat.
The moon light serenades sing sweet again.
The roses, jasmine;—l can't forget
The flashing eyes and teeth so straight and white.
now regret:
Ithink again of times I
The speech of water spoken in moonlight.
know is yet
I
want to seek the truth I
life,
of
these
bars have might
happiness
The
stronger will.
bend
before
the
they
But
can
eyes for sight!
men
who
have
the
God hold these
and
let
me
see
the clearer still!
eyes
God hold their
mole;
makes
I
am
no mole.
a
This darkness
soul."
see
their
green.
Iwant to
The fields are

ha's

The going
The traveler went on his way, cool
Down the hill and on the white hot
Stones down to the lot
Of olive trees, the corks, the fields of
Green beneath the sun beyond at
Where the white clouds sat.
He turned; he touched his eyes, and crossed himself.
—Michael Kreitz

Introducing...
—Mike Schuller
THEODORE ROSf S

'

MR.

teaches cost accounting, business mathematics, and introduc-

tory accounting (number 30) at
Seattle College. He has also
taught business organization
and advanced accounting.
Mr. Koss graduated from the
University of California at Berkeley. He has also done graduate work at the University of
Chicago in Illinois. His major
interest is in business administration. He began teaching at
Seattle College in 1945.
Ross' chief outside interests
are fishing and skiing. He has
never had any accident while
skiing, but once while on a
trip in California he broke one
ski. He has fished in many
waters about the Country, including Lake Micnigan, but he
thinks the fishing i:i the mountains of California the bgst.
He has travuVl all over the
country. He was r.ust impresKeC >.;'n the v^s''. he made to
the Carlsbad GAVonu In New
M;x'co
The '.'3 vrrs go 920
feet below the lurfase la caves
such as these blind fish have
been found. Ths cave is infested vv'th bats, millions of bats.
They iest in the cave3 during
the clay and leave .it night to
fe.2<i on the desert fare of the
country about the.n. As they
swarm out of the cavern entrance, the bats look like a cloud
of some kind. The caves are
situated in a remote spot in
the desert of New Mexico where
the bats have been undisturbed
for centuries.
Mr. Boss' first interest in accounting came while he was In
college. The depression before
the war was in full control at
that time, and as lie thought
of the posslbllitels of getting
a job after he finished school
ing, Mr. Ross decided that archIctecture was least likely to suc-

-

ceed. Architects were a dime
a-dozen. Perhaps one of them
invited the song, "Brother, can
you spare a dime?" AccountIng seemed to be a better bet,
and Mr Boss switched his major.

Word to the Innocent
—

LETTERS
TO THE
EDITOR
Dear misguided Editor:
We have been driven by mental anguish and despair to finally write to the editor of thi3
ink smear and demand a change
In policy and staff. The change
in policy is that we no longer
wish to see even this rag lowered by the inclusion of a column entitled "word to the innocent." The change in staff
is that it is our firm belief that
the elimination of the author
of this snide Hollywod-type
gossip column would be of utmost benefit to the paper. As
it is, Iwill not even wrap fish
in the feature page.
Speaking of fish, the author
of the column is undoubtedly
one of the oddest fish in print.
Unlike "word to the innocent"
we presume that the reader has
passed that station of development where he can be classified "innocent," which cp.rrlea
the idea of ignorance.
We, therefore, usually say
what little "innocence" lacks
the guts to say. As an example: Innocence wouldhave used
the phrase "intestinal fortitude"
.in the last sentence. He 3ays
nothing at all but manages to
cull the worst ideas and Jokes
from other college papers and
dubious newspapers.
Now, we do not mind occasional gaps of thought and
logic in a college newspaper,
after all, the poor kid is only
an amateur, we do think that
even as a kindergarten amateur he has room for improvement. It is not our policy to
attack invincible ignorance, and
such undoubtedly is the case,
but the students of Seattle College should protest, should have
protested long ago, the inclusion of a minor-grade wouldbe writer whose column seems
to indicate that he has no faculty for Improvement.
To be more specific, he has
no knowledge or use of punctuatiton, grammar, or the English language,
need no syllogisms to prove our point. We

"foe

It has come to our attention that there are those who criticize
this sheet, this rag, this bit of pulp, this Spectator, Unkind words
have been said. Through It all we have maintained a stoical
dignity. We have not winced nor answered back. Rather, with
monumental patience, we waited for the spring. Now a fastball
team has taken the field, bearing, like the champions of old,
our natme into battle. Of course, we lost the first one, just to
give the rest of the league confidence. But since then, we've
been coming fast, mowing them down. A true indication of our
calibre was given in the Ma Smith game. The Ma -Smiths were
at bat; the bases were loaded; no one was out; a mighty slugger
was up. On the mound Delorie fingered the ball, calm and cool
as a watermelon on a summer night. It was the time for a "stack
of wheats," a triple play. He twirled the ball. At the crack of
the bat, Delorie leaped to catch the ball; then he tossed it to

.

Berard, the shortstop at third, down to Romano at second. The
true Spectator touch was provided by Anderson, who abandoned his position at third to rush towards the ball, thus cornfusing the opposition.

"

" " "

Frank Vena who Should know, says that Central Washington
has a good team, a very good team. But his opinion is nothing
to the respect for the Ellenaburg wind, which the whole team
has held since (Monday. The seven pitchers were so busy keeping
their hats on while throwing curves that they were blown straight
fast balls that the head wind turned to bloopers, etc., that they
gave up 55 runs in twelve innings and got tired out, too. But as
for the batters well, we weren't there but we take Sid Fish's
word that "a guy popped up and the ball was found in Spokane."
a ."
We have always taken Father Nichols' word for it that he
looks forward with pure joy to reading the essays of his students. He believes that he will usually find therein many a literary gem, many a profound thought. We don't say that's right.
Wto don't say that's wrong. That's just the way it is. And we
would not have minded peering over his shoulder as he perused
a recent offering signed by Jean Razen. It was titled: "The Fall
of the Roman Empire or Decline and Sag."

—

—

"

"_

"

" " "

Our faith in the value of standard methods of business procedure and the old capitalistic spirit has been thoroughly weakened by the sad experience of Jerry Thalle in his role of heartless landlord. It seems that he went over to the bookstore and
bought up the rights to Curly Weibel's old locker 55. Then he
wrote a dispossess order, put it in the locker and locked the tin
can with a new lock. After finally breaking in to% discover the
notice, Curly recalled that he has long paid rent on the by now
legendary locker 56. Old 56, however, has always been filled with
such an amazing amount of assorted stuff, belonging to so many
different people, that Curly had never been able to move in, had
hence had beenusing 55. Curly then began to evict these famous occupants. It took a long time but they finally gathered, removed
their stuff, held a meeting, andf all uninvited moved their multiinto 55.
farious belongings

—

" " " "

Members of the Hiyu Coolee will be pleased to learn that like
most other phenomena, they have finally passed under the scrutiny of our local sociologists. Whether the grand old sport can
be fully defined without consulting music appreciation, Spanish
I, general metaphysics, P. E., and Cavern 111 is a moot question
and know your attitude on moot questions. Nonetheless, from
a sociological point of view, hiking is "animal man satisfying
the will to power by activating the adrenal glands and triumphing over inanimate objects." If that isn't the way you remember
it, write to the editor.

...

__________^_

MOVIE REVIEW
—

By Fred Tough

I
had firmly decided Iwould not pay road-show prices
to see the motion picture awarded the Oscar for the
best picture of 1946— "The Best Years of Our Lives."
Friday night (show night) began like this, "What movie
would you like to see, huh?" "The Best Years," chimed
she. So "The Best Years" it was and at road-show prices!
The story begins by showing
Dana Andrews representing a
discharged pilot-captain of the
air forces trying to get passage on the airlines to his home
town Boomtown. While he is
an influential meanie
trying,
comes up and picks up tickets
by mumbling a few words. The
ticket agent suggests that the
captain go over to the Army's
ATS station and this he does.
He requests space and then
spends most of the night waiting, but Is rewarded when a
B-17 is destined for Boomtown.
Once in the B-17 he meets two
other branches of the armed
forces: Frederic March (who
was awarded the best male actor of 1946) as an Infantry sergeant, and Harold Russell
(awarded the Oscar as the best
supporting male actor of 1946)
as an armless navy veteran.
They become quite chummy
.with all three riding in the
nose of the B-17( viewing vast
and wonderful America. Then
"life is that way" is shown
when Sarge is dropped at his
splendid apartment house and
the captain at the slum section
of town. The Navy vet, the first
to be taken home, hesitates because he does not want to meec
his family, who find it hard to
conceal their sympathy. All
three find it hard to immediately take up where they had
left off; the captain cannot find
his wife, who is singing in some
night club; the sergeant is overcome by his surprisingly
grown up son and daughter; and
the navy vet under tension of
family and neighbors watching

—

feel we know, that the facts
as stated above, are obi'icus.
We would not even uyite this
letter except that the paper is
borrowed, Bomeone else did the
typing, and our stomach is so
revolted that we cannot allow
things to go on as they are.

his hands. All end up in a cocktail bar the navy vet had told
them earlier his uncle ownej.
To Veterans Isuppose it seems
quite understandable and to
thO3e who do not understand it,
their sympathies are well aroused into understanding it. March
and Andrews perform convincingly as "drunks" and Russell
is sent home by his vigilant
uncle, Hoagy Carmichael, whose
only contribution to the movie
is he teaches Russell to play
the piano.
The movie does an excellent:
job of portraying the difficulties, our armless veteran-p<>l9
are going through. It falls down
in that it makes excuses for
returning veterans who married "in haste," and now, no
longer under the glamorous
dress of heroes, are not wanted
by their no-longer-intorosti'd
wives. The captain, \vh.» tries
everything to fill his duty as
a husband, falls in love with
;he sergeant's daughter, played
by Teresa Wright. Th,- daughte/, who makes it her duty to
in.-i:t the iiiirin pirating wife,
decides she's out to "break up
that marriage." And this she
does and the picture ends "happily" with the two lovers unl-

.

I suppose if you can uvi>
look one important item, that
"love does not always solv-3
the problem" you could call this
a top-notch movie. For those
who can overlook t'ais and remember only that this is a
movie, it will be very entertalnThis "guppie," this out of season oyster| this poor fish must
be stricken from the paper. It
would be better to leave the
space blank than to allow this
literary low-life to continue.
Frank Hennessey and
Pre-Major
Jack Flood

-
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4 THRILLER
CHIEFTAINS WIN 5 TOChieftains
Squeeze Past

CHIEFTAIN
TOMTOM
...

''A wiping team must be
an alert team," says Coach
Yandle. And he must have
been well pleased last Friday
at Broadway. Little Eddie
Wellens, Chieftans shortstop,
made a beautiful double play
at second base. On a long
throw from Brady in right
field, Wellens tagged the runner from first out, then stepped on second and called the
second out. The first runner had missed second on his
trip from first to third and
both Wellens and the umpire
had been alert enough to
catch it.
Dick Parchem (one "c"
that is) the scrappy little
Chieftain catcher was also on
his toes. A poorly hit ball in
front of the plate was wasting no time heading for the
foul line. The batter hadn't
even bothered to drop the
bat, considering it a foul ball.
But from behind the plate
came Parchem, with his mask
flying high in the air. He
scooped up the spinning ball,
a throw down to first and the
batter was out. This winning
team is an alert team.

by Tom Tangney

SC Tennis Team Sportslighting
— By Tom Sheehan
Loses Opening
Continuing with the Chieftain
Match to CWCE
staff,

S. C.Golf Team
Seattle Pacific Falcons;
Drops PLC Hard;
Cop 13½ Points
Credited With Win
Recchia
pre-season play undefeated in twelve
Winding up

Saturday ran a sizeable item
we would
The Chieftain tennis team met nines, mound
on the fact that the largest defeat
in its Winco league opener like to introduce young Joe FacChieftains
its
Catholi* College on the Pac- last Monday afternoon at Ellens- cone. Nineteen year old Joe, one Led by low-scoring
Hawkesworth
Jack
Codd
andFred
College baseball team edged by th
ific coast had no football burg. It dropped the singles to of the younger members of the
Seattle
.games,
the
College golf team
the
Seattle
team. Yes, students, we're the the defending champion Central Seattle College squad, is a grad- scored overwhelming victories in Seattle Pacific team in a tight nine-inning ball game last
Washington team 2 to 3 and the uate of Seattle Prep, class of
playiield.
unusual school.
their opening matches last Thurs- Wednesday afternoon at Rainier
* * *
singles, with

6

doubles 2 to 0. All
1946. During his four years at day and Friday against the PaFor the second time the Chiefs Dick Parcheem's single. Seattle
exception of one, were three Prep he was capable of making
the
Ivanich,
cific Lutheran team.
Identical beat Falcon pitcher Dick Bivins College was then in the lead 3-2.
Al
in his first full
sets.
three Varsity letters in baseball points were turned in both days by one run. The winning pitcher

game following his injury met As did the baseball squad, the and playing first team ball all
with the Chiefs holding thirteen for Seattle College was Gene Recconsiderable trouble on the tennis team found the strong El- four years.
one-half of the fifteen points. chla, who relieved Stewart Petri
mound, Friday. However, his lensburg wind giving considerable Joe, in his senior year, devel- and
Jack Codd was the medalist in the sixth inning after Joe Facbeautiful pitching in the trouble, although the day was oped into one of the outstanding of the first match, turning in a cone pinch-hit for him in the top
sunny.
clutches and his power at the bright and Hall were the only hurlers of the Crosstate League. score of 74.
of the sixth.
Denton and
plate showed his true ability. Chieftains to taste victory, Den- He was in no little way respon- Thursday's match was held a!
Seattle Pacific led the scoring
sible for the Panthers placing 3rd the Jackson course in Seattle. with a run in the first inning on
A few more weeks of condi- ton downing the Wildcat ace Joe in
the Crosstate League stand- Jack Codd of the Chieftains was an error by Chieftain first-sacker
tioning and Al will be on top. Clayton, and Hall downing Isher- ings
the seasons of '45 and medalist, turning in a score of 74.

" *

*■

wood. Hammond, Kay and Hanada lost to Long, Taylor and Devoir respectively.
In the doubles Denton paired
with Hammond and Hall with
Kay.
The scores were:
Singles
6-1, 4-6,
Denton vs Clayton
6-2 (Denton)
6-2, 2-6,
iHammond vs. Long
(Long)
6-3
8-6. 4-6, 4-6,
Kay vs. Taylor
(Taylor)
10-8, 6-4,
Hanada vs. Devoir

Pre-game ceremonies for
the league opener today for
Broadway with Pacific Lutheran will include Fr. McGoldrick, Fr. Logan and Fr. Corrigan lining up for the first
—
pitched ball.
—
The Ellensburg wind was
strong last Monday, thewhole
—
team agrees on that, but the
exact intensity is questionable. The mound men main- (Devoir)
tain and are supported by Hall vs. Isherwood — 0-6, 6-2,
the scorebook, that anything 6-4 (Hall)
Doubles
the pitcher put on the ball the
wind would take right off. ...Denton & Hammond vs. ClayHowever, Pat Brady, Dick ton & Taylor 10-8, 6-S (Ellensburg.)
* " *
Parchemfind Howie tang hold Hanada & Kay vs lsherwood &
run? would Devoir
7-5, 6-2 (Ellensburbg)
As in primitive days when that their home
good,
wind
or
no
beea
a slug on the head indicated have
affection, one of the most wind
Down CWCE;
* * "
loyal Chieftain rooters almost
11
10
Broadway pliy field is exreceived a token of affection
for
Seattle
tremely
convenient
from the team last Friday. A
it isn't
high hit foul missed Katy College Lpectatora. but
A
hard In two slugfest battles in the
field
in
towu.
Morrison by not more than the best
ling down hot sun and strong wind of Elthree feet. And "rom the thud hit ball came bouu
lensburg last Monday, the Seattle
to ever- College baseball nine chalked up
third
base
line
the
would
landed,
Katy
when it
ready Hank Casal of the its tenth and eleventh wins with
have to hay? been primitive
Chiefs About three feet from no losses. Downing the Central
to feel any *affection.
for the
* «
the base the ballhit a rut and Washington Wildcats
time, the Chiefs
straight
fourth
Who said a school must bounded high into the air. took the double-header by the
high as he
have football to have recog- Hank leaped aa
wild scores of 17 to 12 and 17
almost
with- to 9. A strong wind blowing diand
came
nition. The lack of it seems to could
field made it
be doing the trick hereabouts. in six feet of it. This condition agonally across the for
the pitchthe
difficult
extremely
someof
account
from
may
E. V. Durling in his nationers.
Broadway.
untimely
errors
at
ally syndicated column last
The first game was a seveng

—

—

—

Chiefs
Chalk Up and
Straight Victories

for

'46.
One remarkable thing about
Faccone's high school diamond
career, is the fact that he not
only was the top Prep hurler,
but batted in the clear-up position his last two years, and
rightly so, as his batting average
proved. Thus, along with Frank
Vena, Joe gives the College one
of the best hitting, pitching staffs
in Collegiate baseball. ,

W. Jaeck £«d McCough were the
only point-getters for the Gladiators earning one and one-half
points respectively.
Friday the match was switched
to Tacoma, to the Brookdale
course. Fred Hawkesworth of the
Chiefs was medalist for that afternoon with a score of 73. McGough, Thompson and W. Jaeck
ea)2h scored one-half of a point
for the Lutes.
Each members of the five-man
Chieftain teams stands open for
a challenge from the sixth and
seventh man of the ladder. The
next match is scheduled for one
week from today, April 25, at
Lacey, where the Chiefs will me.2t
the- Sit. Martins team.
After that the Chiefs will be
eyeing the May 2 match with the
University of Washindgton golf
team, to be held on the Jackson

However, Recchia hit some
trouble in the lower half of the

inning-. Murphy, of Pacific, singled safely to first and came ajl
the way in to score on Garcia's
hard hit triple, thus tieing the
score at 3-all. This deadlock was
soon broken as Garcia crossed
the plate on Kohler's single, to
Bud Emerson. The second tally put the Falcons back in the lead
came In the third frame when 4-3.
Parker of the Falcons got on base
Thus the Chieftains entered the
on a fielder's choice, stole second final inning with a one-run defiand came in on Murphy's single. cit. Hank Casal stepped up and
The first Chieftain score didn't blasted a double, Sid Fish, batting
come until the fifth inning. An for Nunn, was hit by a pitched
error sent Petri to first, Hentz ball and sent to first and on h
reached first en a fielder's choice double steal both players advancwhich failed to nab Petri at sec- ed a base. An error gave both
ond. Then Hank Casals long sin- runners another base, sending
gle into left center tied the score. casal home from third and tieing
The Chieftains threatened in the the score once more. The winning
sixth when Brady, the first man run came in cci Bud Emerson's
up, tripled to deep left center. single to short right field, scoring
Emerson walked and stole second Fish and giving the Chiefs the
and Wellens was purpously walked long end of a 5-4 tally. Recchia
to fill the bases. Frank Vena, manager to retire the Falcon side
batting for Ursino struck out as with no mishaps and Seattle Coldid Vito Chiechi. Joe Faccone, lege won its twelfth ball game.
Recchia was credited with the
batting for Petri, then grounde*
out to the pitcher and Bivins re- win and Bivins with the loss.
Recchia gave up 6 hits and 2
tired the side giving no runs.
runs, Petri gave up 1 hit and 2
inneighth
wasn't
until
the
It
ing that the deadlock was broken runs and Bivins gave up 7 hits
and the Chiefs gained a temporary and 5 runs. Petri struck out 7
ary lead. Eddie Wellms gained men and walked 6, Recchia struck
first on an error, went to second out 5 men and walked 2, and
on a fielder's choice, third on Bob Bivins struck out 3 men and
Crowley's single and scored on walked 4.

Faccone began his diamond
career with little Monte Virgin
grade school, then Seattle Prep,
and' during vacation time he
played in the Associated Boys
Club League. In 1945 he pitched
for the Rainier Club, and hit an
amazing .475. The following summer he hurled for the Capitol
Hill nine and increased his batting average to an unbelievable
course.
.512.
Thursday, April 10
played
he
also
Last summer
some ball for the Rainier Dist- SC 13l/o
PLCII/2
McGough lA
rict and Glaser 7-Up nines of the Teufel 21^
Thompson .0
Codd 3
City league.
2
W.
Jaeck 1
Crollard
Scholastically, Joe is a preJ. Jaeck 0
3
Hawkesworth
the
around
for
major, waiting
Dunn 0
Nissen 3
opportune school, in which to
Friday, April HI
enter as a Physical Ed student. SC
PLCiy2
131/,
Joe has a good hook but
McGough l/2
Teufel
2y
2
relies primarily on his fastball.
Thompson y2
Codd 21^
He is a very easy going boy Crollard
W.
Jaeck 0
2l/2 3
By Ed Beasley.
which is well exemplified when
J. Jaeck 0
Hawkesworth
he is on the mound. Nothing wor- Nissen 3
surprising
The
streak of the Chieftains was kept
winning
Dunn 0
ries him except that ball and
intact by a two-run rally in the ninth inning of Wednesday's
strike count. Because of his youth
game with the Falcons from across town. Perhaps a loss
he is a good prospect for some
1

Beasley Says

)

Chieftains Cop Both
Ends Doubleheader
Making It 8 And 9

would have been more beneficial for the Chieftains in view
of the league games which begin on this Friday. Yet, considering the manner in which the boys blundered to a win
against S. P. C, there should beno danger of overconfidence.
inning contest with Petri the winDruxman
Cal
IT
Bob Breskovich was an enthusiasitic, if unlightened,
LETS SCHUSS
ning pitcher and Pease the losThe Seattle College Chieftains
Small, ruckwftey,
Al
poles;
ski
game
The
second
rooter
at the S. P. C. game. I
apply that term to the rapildy
ing ..chucker.
rang up their eighth and ninth
THANKS, STUDENTS
sack; Be;ty Gallagher, women's was scheduled for only five inwins
last
at
Friday
slendering
the
students
Robert
because
pre-season
he was admiring the nattiness
Many thanks to
ski kit; Hal Wales, ski lacquer; nings with Lang as the winning
Central
Washthe
of
College
expense
who
the
friends
of
Seattle
of
our
uniforms
with
S.
and
the P. C. across the chest.
Pat Foley, ski mitts; and Doug
loser.
ington Wildcats, 2-1 and 8-0, at
so generously contributed to the Harwick, ski mits. If these peo- pitcher and Puljon the
interesting
sidelight
An
of our home games is the cheerBroadway playfield.
The Chieftains started the first
Ski team raffle and dance. We
prizes
ing
noisy
gang
of a
who in more sedate moments are conple have not collected their
rally in
The first game was anyones
almost made our expenses, but I by Monday noon, the prizes >vill game off with a six-run
Pease manspicuous
before
members
of
the Gavel Club. These masters of the
way.
the
the
first
rame
all
the
The
Chiefs'
Earl
and
game
Fa
her
believe that
Paul McKillup's title-hungry runs, gifts from the opposing
be turned over to the ski team. aged to retire the side. Centra'
spoken
quite
word
had
a field day at the expense of Central
treasurer's office will make up
Faccone, the Terrible Turks continued to set pitcher, came in the last of the
to
hit
TIMBERLJNE
TAX
came
back
they were unfamiliar with baseball
Washington,
though
even
the deficit we need.
week, in the ColOnce again, here are the men starting pitcherh or Seattle Col- the pace last
Hank Casal walked,
third
inning.
GO
terminology.
"Say
there,
league,
A-SKIING WE WILL
old fellow, be careful or you'll
who will be going on the trip lege, for three runs, including a lege's Intramural fastball
by
This weekend the Chieftain
victories ov- and was sacrificed to second
your
sacroiliac,'
with
two
well-earned
strain
'shouted
Roscoe Batch at the rival
April
Timberline,
on
The
next
Hood,
Mt.
Sherwood.
Hentz
by
to
home run
sinEddie Wedlltns,. Rudy
team will be more or less resting 27 for the P. S. N. A. giant scoring came in the last of the er their closest rivals, the Bat gled
catcher.
The
took
time
latter
out
to warn Roscoe, "Any
and
on
left,
kept
right
to
up for the Timberline trek. Some slalom. Jack Koenig, Jack Tangwhen Central tal'ied two Busters and Ma Smith nines.
fourth
to
second.
language
seeing you after the
more
of
that
and
I'll
be
running
enter
however,
will
of the team,
Last Friday afternoon the Turks
ney, Mcl Nelson, Scott Smith, more runs and in the fifth they
The Wildcats' pitcher, Burd, cut game."
the Huntoon Ski Club Handicap
8-3
over
victory
Lee Crab:ree, Bob Dietzen^ Rho- brought in seven more. With the pounded out an
off the throw from the field, and
race at Mt. Baker, while the rest
The meagre crowd at the last Student Body Meeting was
Barron, Dick first three runs in and the bases Gene Brenner's club, and Monday then tried to throw out Rudy at
Lauren
Lee,
ady
of them will be at Stevens Pass
first inning, five
the
more deplorable because our new Athletic Oirector,
Kavet, Dick Adams, Ken Adams, loaded, Petri relieved Faccone. they overcame a
good,
Bill Dibb's Second. His intentions were
practicing up on their slalom.
Yandle, was to appear before the students for the
Bill Shoemaker, Barney Biteman. Pease, the first man to face Petri run deficit to defeat
little
Leonard
wasn't,
but
aim
and
the
his
And speaking of practice, with and Don Barovic. The first ninj slapped the ball over the fence Bat Busters in a wild contest,
sphere sailed out to the first time. A rather odd thing when a new coach doesn't
white
one exception the entire team men are members of the team, for four runs, putting the Wild- 14-10.
edge of center field, allowing Mr.
the students of the school in a body until the season
was at Stevens last weekend with while the others will be traveling cats ahead 12 to 6.
The Spec team made an inter- Casal and Mr. Hentz to score meet
along. If the baseball team can continue to play
the
snow
is
so
far
Club,
throwing
the
play
the Ski
down there on their own. Other
The Chietains got rolling again esting debut into league
unmolested.
every which way while running competitors will include skiers
ball,
the
Len's introduction will be one that he will
defeating
previousweek,
winning
Pat
past
in the sixth with the help of
The second game was quite difa few hairpins and flushes.
from various teams all over the Brady's home run, and scored four ly unbeaten Ma Smith team, 5-4. ferent: the Chiefs picked up five remember.
opener on WedLast weekend the ski club Pacific Northwest.
..
runs. Entering the final frame 'However, in their
of their twelve hits from the
To the handful of students at the aforesaid meeting,
a waterdropped
they
Chiefspent a pleasant two day vaca- CHIT-CHAT
nesday,
deficit
the
with a two-run
Wildcat infield; the Wildcats col- Joann Cruikshank suggested a novel plan for getting out a
tion ai Stevens Pass. Although
Casualties at Stevens last week- tains pounded out six hits includ- soaked 6-2 game to the Recond lected eight solid bingles in the
only 35 students were signed up end included Rosemary Barrett ing another homer by Pat Brady place Bat Busters. In the Ma game, but excellent ball hand- better attendance. "Just let each one invite a student one
for the trip, many others found with a sprained knee, and Rhoady to tally seven runs and win the Smith game, a "never say die' ling by the Chieftains allowed doesn't especially like." Could have been my imagination
room to stay and make the party Lee, who re-sprained hU ankle. game 17 to 12. Faccone gave up Spec team scored three run« in only two runners past first base. butI
believePrexy Fred Holt winced abit at that suggestion.
Why, we ask, do we not eleven hitsf Petri gave up four and the last two innings to wipe out
merrier.
Counting
today's double-header, the Chieftains will haveThe Chiefs gathered most of
a 4-2 deficit. The Specs were aid- their runs in their last ups. Frank played
The food and lodging met with see the ever-smiling face of Clan- Pease gave up eighteen.
seven games in eight days. That record speaks
by a
In the second game Puljon held ed no little defensively
everyone's approval, although the cy Laird on the slopes anymore
the
by
was
on
an
error
Vena
safe
pretty
well for the pitching staff which was one of the
Is it true that at lasr Kos- the Chiefs scoreless in the first sparkling triple play in the fifth shor stop. A beaten-out bunt by
service at ihe Inn was quite unof
full
question
marks of the team. In contrast to the Chieftain
necessarily slow. The proprietors I2oe Balch is going to tuke up fining while the Wildcats scored inning with the sacks
John Ursino, a double by Joe Facplay
It
is
tivsc
'■"■
nd
Brenner
men.
the
that
is
f
But
in
the
sec
proud
Lang.
schedule,
he
S. P. C. has played but two games thus far, both
four of
at the lodge had much praise for skiing now
singles by Pat Brady,
in league cone, and
kind
or
is
lie
knocked
in
of
its
recorded
parka,
of
ski
the
Seattleites
in
which
the
students
owner
a
frame
the manner
Hank Casal and Joe Ward com- of them 1-run losses to S. C. With a month's rest between
of Seattle College conducted them- going to use it when It i'ains_ seven runs with the aid of home play.
games, it is not surprising that their fine little curve-ball
bined to put across five runs.
Rog Gill's Killers also btwed
selves then, and also on previous (which it never does around runs by Dick Parchem and Howie
runs
come
across
in artist was tough for the Collegians in both games.
Two
had
Only two out of the Lang to take the lead. Lane; gave into league play last week, as they
here)
trips.
the third, Bill Nun and Brady
From the Eastern Washington Journal we glean an inon the raf- up one run in the lower half of defeated the red-capped Van Dee walking, and coming in on sinprize-winners
twelve
RAFFLE AWARDS
exin
the
the
they
dropped
hiking club of the Cheney institufle, siki but that was to be
nine, 10-0. Then
this inning, gave up none
gles by Weilens and WJard. The teresting item about the
Twelve, instead of ten. prizes
Over-training, we un- third and two each in the fourth next two games to the Bells, 1-8
pected
spring
quarter
each of the members must
latter pair again singled in the tion. During the
weie awarded at the mix^r last
from Bud McGee of the and fifth for a total of nine.
and the Specs 9-13.
fifth, and Wellens scored on a hike 50 miles to earn points for the W. club— whatever
Friday evening. John Chacala was derstand
The Ran^ei-3 moved into the double steal.
Pengtiin Ski Club, is not too good
The Chietains came through in
the winner of a pair of A. & T. Mt.
that is. The point we would like to stress is that there is a
just before the race. Keep that each of the remaining frames sole possession of the cellar as Seattle College
ab r h
Baker skis. He said that he has
fourth
good
four
in
the
fourth
third
and
deal of hiking necessary to keep in good standing.
mind,
you
third,
all
racers
their
In
2 1 0
they lost
Casal, 3b
two in the
never had time to ski before, but
Bells
1 0 0 Rumor has it that it is quitelikely that some such measure
Wellens, ss
and four in the final inning. Dick consecutive contest to the
now that he has the skis he is LISTEN LISTEN LISTEN
3 1 1
hit his second home and Van Dee.s 6-7 an<t 10-13 re- Hentz, cf ..._
Parchem
into the Constitution of the Hiyu Coolee.
eyes
open
and
Keep
your ears
going to take up the greatest
Brady, rf ....-3 0 0 will be introduced
final frame spectively.
In
day
of
the
run
the
0 2 There are altogether too many who qualify for the initiation,
Fish,
lb
3
outdoor sport in the world.
all next week for the Chieftain
9,
The standings up to and in- Nunn, If
the to wind up the game 17 to
2 0 1 only lapse into complete inactivity thereafter.
The second prize was a pair Ski Team will be taking to
to
in
front.
2 0 0
Lang
the
save
last Monday's games is Crowley, 2b
cluding
Chiefs
informal
interview
air
with
an
30-30),
of blue ski pants (size
1
0
0
c
will be discussed to form the Hiyus into a compact
gave
Cheich,
whil«
Plans
Puljon
as follows:
station and up ten hits
—3
0 1
Ivanich, p
was won by our good friend of each member. The
with specific duties and privileges for the
up
organization,
fourteen.
1 0 0
WV F A Ursino 2b
Father MoGoldrick. Although we time has not been announced as Seattle College
ab r h
21
2
5
Hiyus will thus fall in line with the other
Totals
members.
The
6 2 3 Terrible Turks 4
0
34 14
have tried to talk him into tak- yet.
Hentz cf
ab r h clubs of the College, all of which have certain aims, memWashington
Central
5
11
25 Hubbard, 2b
2 1 32
Busters
ing up skiing, he can't quite see
With one little question to pon- Casal 3b
2 0 0
3 3 3 Bat
22 1 '20
19 McCullough, If
3 0 0 bership requirements and standards to be met. But lest
it, so he has in turn presented iler over I take leave of you Nunn If
Specs
5 3 3
Brady rf
15 Kile, lb
„
2
2
17
4 0 1 the faint-hearted weaken, we hasten to assure you that we
Smith
Ma
them to ski Captain Jack Koenli;. this week, hoping to see you all Kmmerson, lb
3 3 3
3 0 0
2
2
17 18 Sliva, as
3 2 2 Bells
Other awards were made to on the slopes the next time we Wellens ss
3 1 0 shall not vote for anything as tough as hiking 50 miles of
Victor, c
1
2
21
10
Killers
20
Oh,
5
question?
yes!
Jean
Ursino
2b
Balch,
meet. The
2 0 0 weary Palouse country roads. More of this anon elesewhere
Sherwood, 2b
a parka; to
Koscoe
4 2 2 Van Dees
~
1 2
22 36 Nicholson, cf
2 0 1
Boyle, a parka; Bill Butler, bind- "Why do people think that all Cheiehi c
in this distinguished paper.
(Continued on page 4)
0 4
17
30
Rangers
(Continued on page 4)
Bertrand, ski rack; J. skiers are crazy?"
ings;

-

of the major league ivory hunters, and has had several interviews with some of the better
known scouts in this area.

Terrible Turks

In League Lead;
Spec Team Wins
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Bill

Purpose Of Mu
Sigma ToldOn
RadioProgram

MISS— DEEDS

The meeting of the AWSSC was
held on Tuesday of this week,
April 16. It was disclosed that
the Hot Cross Bun Sale was highly successful netting $60 clear
from Mv Sigma, the Mu- profit. This money will go to
honorary at the College, was to outfitting the two First Communicants.
tured on the Seattle College
The two card parties given by
dio program over KEVR last
the Association a few weeks ago
ht.
also netted our Treasury the sum
tone Brown, president of the of $47.
lorary, explained the purpose
The coming Tolo was much disof
by Mary Trumbull. The
cussed
sponsoring
as
the
Mv Sigma
Apnights on the second Mon- dance will be held on Friday,
25, at Dick Parker's Pavilion,
ril
ty of each iiimi'li. In order to
from nine to twelve. Tickets are
uncover hidden talent among the on sale now at $1.80. Traditional
attire for the dance is cotton
students.
A result of these music nights dresses, low or high heels for the
girls, and sports clothes for the
was the finding of the male quarout of place.
"Music Majors," composed of
The Mother-Daughter Tea will
alter Cubbin, Elvin Johnson, Al be held on May 4 at Bordeaux
nail and Gene Brown. The quar- Hall from 3 to 5. Jeanne Chase
t sang "Choo Choo Choo Boogie" and Lucile Hemmes are the cochairmen; they will be assisted
d "Girl of My Dreams." The
by Carol Fleming, Chris McHugh,
litar accompaniest was Mcl
and the Chalfa Twins heading the
kitchen crew. Hostesses will be
Also on the program were Mary Elodie Dover, Katie Morrison,
>se Stuckey, who played the pi- Millie Brown, Mary Trumbull, Lu'Hemmess, Jeanne Chase, and
o selection from Gershwin's cille
Clark. Servers include
Virginia
Lhapsody," and a vocal number Kathleen Conroy, Joan Martin, JoFrances McGuire, who says, ann Richards, Mary Alice Snyder, Pauline Dorgan, Marie Sul'm In The Mood For Love."
Joyce Bartlett, Claire Eblivan
Fr. Daniel Reidy, S.J., is modererle,'
LaFortune, Kay
Kathleen
or of Mv Sigma.
Mawey, Mary Jacobsen, and Pat

fusic

-

Wftll.
Mothers of the officers wlji pour
at the tea. They are: Mrs. B. E.

CWCE Baseball
(Continued from page 3)

Neidermeyer, Mrs. F. M. Holt,

Mrs. G. A. Powers, Mrs. C. G.
Stevenson, Mrs. R.. H. Siderius,
2 0 .0
and Mrs. F. J. Barrett.
38 17 18

'accone p
'etri p
Totals

Beverly iMoLucas just returned
from
the Virginia Debate Tour4 "1 3
nament, gave a resume of her
5 0 1'
and made a plea for more
[lie lb
3 2 1 trip
women
to enter the field of Pub3 2 2
iliva ss
Speaking in the Gavel Club.
lic
iherwood 3b
4 11
"Speaking," said Miss MoLucas,
Ictor c
3 2 2
"is one thing every College gradJlcholson cf
3 2 2
uate ought to be able to do, and
4 12 yet very
tird rf
few pyeople are good
'ease p
4 11 speakers. All it takes is a ltitle
practice and world" At the .present time, there are only two actHome runs: Brady 2, Sherwood, ive women speakers in the colCPease. Triples: Casal, Wellens, lege, and since there is a deSliva. Doubles: Hentz, Chelchl, mand for debaters etc., mo,re woFaccone, Kile, Nicholson. IHit by men should becomS interested.
pitcher: McCullough by Faccone,
Ihope that as many women as
Nunr; by Pease.
Passed ball: Bird, possible attend the Tolo
Even
Cheichi.
if you don..'t want to go, ask
someone and help the treasury.
Winning pitcher: Petri
ip h er bb so
Faccone
5% 11 11 3 3
Petri
2Vi 4 110
(Continued from page 2)
Pease
7
18 15 7 2
Seattle College
water became, but I
deep
al) r

!entral Washington
)owen 2b
icCullough If

h

...

From Ballard

Runs

Hits

_

——
——

600 004 7—17
521 004 6—lB6

17
18

the
do know I'm one of the few
persons alive who can do the

Australian Crawl in his sleep.
Next we moved toward the
other end of the boulevard,
where we built our brand new
home. Most of the windows
Seattle College
ab r h looked out over the cool blue
„
'Hentz cf
4 o 2 waters of Puget Sound. It was
Ward, 3b
3 l o a rambling brick house, with ivy
Nunn, If
3 \ o climbing to
the chimneys.
Brady, rf
3 1 0
"It's not a bad house," my
Fish, lb
3 3 3
father used to say.
Wellens( ss
4 3 3
One glance at its Dutch door
3 3 2
Crowley, 2b
would pull you inside. The livParchem c
8 4 3 ing room was spacious with a
Lang, p
4 1 1 sigh,
raftered ceiling and walls
that were lined with books. In
Totals
30 17 14 one corner was a spiral stairCentral Washington
case that led to an upstairs
ab r eh bedroom. The dining room had
Hubbard, 2b
3 12 a mellow, soft look, while the
3 1 0
McCullough, rf
Kile, lb
2 11 kitchen was bright and 'looded
Sliva, ss
3 1 1 with sunlight from the windows
Sherwood, 3b
2 0 0 of the octagonal-shaped breakVictor, c
2 1 1 fast
nook.
Nicholson cf
3 0 2
The yard was small, but com3 1 1
Burd, rf
.2 3 2 pact. We planted box borders
Puljon, p
1 0 0 and lawn in front. Just inside
Spencer, c
Totals
24 9 10 a low curving stone wall we
runs: Parchem 2, Lang planted an herb garden. And
"iple: Fish. Doubles: Wellens, just outside the wall be planted
Crowley, Parcheem, Kile, Puljon. rosebushes. This was living!
Hit by pitcher: Brady, Fish by
Elating in the breakfast nook
Kile by Lang. Passed
was so pleasant, that not only
Is: Parchem, Victor, Spencer 2.
5 10 7 6 6 our morning meal, but luncheon
ang
5 14 15 3 3 and dinner as well were enjoyed
■uljon
ip h er bb so there. We
liked it better than
"■attic College
Runs
072 44 17 the dining room because It was
160 34 17 easier to see out. There wax
Hits
'entral Washington
one drawback to this; It was
9 also
Runs
410 22
much easier to see in. PooHits
321 31—10
ple coming up from the beach
seemed to enjoy leaning on our
gardeki wall and wat?hlng us
consume our food. Not that
(Continued from page 1)
there were ever any signs of
The annual school picnic, held last envy or wistfulness or frustrayear at Lake Wilderness, will be tion written on their faces. No,
shifted this year to Five-Mile they Just seemed to bn content
with the simple pleasure of seePublicity co-chairmen Jack ing us down our rations, or
Flood and Rosemary Barrett pro- smiling friendly encouragement.,
mise a huge map to direct the at us all as we forsook the last
slice of bread.
stranger to the site of the outIt was undoubtedly excellent
ing. The committee will secure
trucks for transportation if enuf
training so far as table manstudents need a ride. We recom- ners go. but as my father fimend this highly because for no- nally snapped, "Good lord, it's
thing you get the best in fun and
getting so a man can't lick
entertainment, plus hugh servings his own knife without cheers
from a rooting section!"
of pop and Ice cream.

Central Washington
Runs
300 270 o—l20 12
Hits
* *311 351 I—l61 16

"

_
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Kljon;
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Student Obesrver

HONOR STUDENTS

Marcie Mooney

I-alent

I:,

Friday, April 18, 1947

THE SPECTATOR

4

Following is the list of names which appeared on the Winter Quarter Honor Roll. These students have received a 3.5
out of a possible 4.0 grade point average. Eighty-six students
ate listed, representing four per-cent of the total full time
enrollment.
AUSTIN, Martin G
MacDONALD, Sr. M.
BARR, Eugene W.
Evengellsta
BEAUDET, Thomas J.
MacGREGOR, Mary L.
BERGMAN, Kenneth R*
-_--/Z , „
MacLEAN, Donald D.
BLAIR Herble E.
MARTIN, Joan
BUCK,
M.

._

'Thomas

MILLER, Delbert
MORRISON, Lawrence W.
CASEY, Florence
MORRISEY, Genevieve
CHALFA, Donna
McDONOUGH, Francis
CHALFA, Dulcle
.McKEE, Carmen
CHAMBERLIN, V. Joseph
McLELLAND, John W.
PAPAC, Rose
CHASE, Bill
OHRISTOFFERSON, John R. PLUMB, Patricia
PELZER, Sr. Zlta Marie
CURRY, Phoebe
PORTTEUS, Paul H.
DEHNERT, Arlo W.
RAITANO, Edward
DIOIERLEIN, Mildred L.
READ, Richard W.
DORGAN, Pauline
ROBERT, Rhsharrt W.
FLEMING, Jack
ROSENBLATT, Paul G.
FLOOD, George G.
SANDBOE, Arthur H.
FLOYD Colleen

BURNS, Joseph
CARY, Mary Alice

FOLEy) Patricia

SAUERBREY, Alfred

FRIEND, J. Robert
ORANBERG, Neal
GREGORY, Frank E. Jr.

SOHOCK, Patricia
SEIBOLD, Georgia
SHAY, Joanne

SHOEMAKER, Joseph Jr.
SIMMS, James R.
SMART, Norms

HABRINGTON, John P.
HAVES, Noreen
HORNE, John
HUDSON, Mary Jane
HULBURT, David B.

SMITH Walter B.
SPIERS, Edward H. .'

TALEVICH, John R.
VOILAND, Eugene E.

JAOOBSON, James E.
JACOBSON, Joan
JARMUTH, Robert A.
JOHN, Cecelia
JOHNSON, Lucille M.
KEAST, John D.

WAGGONER, Beverly
WAGNER, Carl M.
WHITWORTH, Ada L.
WiXHIELM, Margaret
WII SON, Harold D.
WIKWj Irene E
WiKTZFELD, Roy J.

KELLER, Donald F.

KELLY, Patricia
KINERK, David B.
KNEISS, Will W.

*Y*»ON,

Moire

James R.
ZAMBRUSKI, Stvitey
ZECH Jav«c
ZWEIGART, Virginia

KRUSE, John L.

.

LAVOY, Marguerite
LYNCH, Harold

MacDOUOALL, Donald

Doubleheader
(Continued from page

- -

W.

Ski Trip
3)

(Continued, from page 1)

° °

One had the choice of skiing,
or rolling down the slopes to the
1 01 tune of "Don't Fence Me In,"
Puljan, 2b
25 1 3 "Zip-a-De Do Da," or "Blue DanTotals
Double play: Wellens-Fish. IHit ube" continually played over the

Norling, rf

Burd, p

2 0

-

3

0

P.A. system throughout the sunny
by pitcher, Victor by Ivanich.
Ip h er so day.
7 3 13 7
Ivanich
Dancing was held after dinner
6 5 0 4 3
Burd
in
the main lodge. The Schottische
Oentral Washington
000 100 o—l0 1 seemed to be the favorite, with
Runs
Hits
100 001 I—3 Paul Williams and Nora Murray
gaily tripping dancers as they 1Seattle College
Runs
002 000 x 2 2-3 hopped around the floor.
001 102 x—sx 5
Hits
Art Donahue and Pat Carey
ab r h
Seattle College
2 1 0 were holding a contest on who
Ursino, 2b
1 1 1 could twiddle their thumbs in
Nunn, If
3 0 0 the opposite
Hentz, cf
direction the best.
2 2 1
Brady, rf
4 0 0
Mary Tooley kept the girls in
Emmerson, lb
Wellens, ss
2 0 2 the dorm awake by proving to be
4 0 3
Ward, 3b
3 4 3 the greatest talker of the evening.
Parchem. c
With the tows running at ten
1
0 0
Lang, If
1 1 1 o'clock in the morning, everyone
Faccone cf
'. 0 .0 0 flocked to the hills, to begin the
Recchia rf
2 2 2
Casal, ss
second day of skiing.
Rosemary Barrett suffered a
12
Totals
29 8
knee injury while on the hill,
Central Washington
which resulted in a free ride on
3 0 2
Dawen, 2b
3 0 1 the toboggan to the lodge.
McCullough, If
3 0 0
Don Legrande and Ray Phillips
Kile, lb
3 0 1 should go into the moving busiSliva, ss
3 0 1
Sherwood, 3b
2 0 0 ness. They really moved the gear
Spenser, c
3 0 1 around to get comfortable in the
Nicholson, cf
3 0 1 truck going home.
Clemens, rf
2 0 0
Bassett, p
John Floyd and Father Gaffney
1 0 x did most of the singing on the
Dorr, c
26 0 8 return trip, while fifteen others
Totals
snored accompaniment.
Double play: Brady, Wellens.
The Ski Club also wishes to
Double: Faccone.
Ip er bb so thank Miss Helen Winskw for
7 0 8 0 6, her chaperoning of the girls.
Vena
6 7 12 2 2
Bassett
Central Washington
0
000 000 0
Runs
8
211 020 2
Hits
(formerly Peter Pan Lunch)
Seattle College
8
Runs
002 015 x
FEATURING
Hits
023 124 x— l
2
000 020 012 5
SC
101 000 029—4
SPC

-
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(Seattle College Student)

Call KE. 4077

-

TEN- O FOUR
BARBER AND
BEAUTY SHOP
1004 Madison

EL. 1004

Clipper Service
Across the Street from Sohool

QUALITY PETROLEUM
PRODUCTS

TYPING DONE

In an unparalleled triumph of
low cunning, ten iHiyu Coolees.
abetted by Ed Beasley and Daddy
Warbucks, staged a clandestine
junket to Mount Si above North
Bend last Sunday, April 13. The
conspirators boarded the LL at
the usual hour and passed through
Seattle singing in muffled tones,
George Krsak volunteered to
lead the group, and strode- ahead
up the "nice easy slope." Drooping hikers, whining piteously,
sprawled at intervals behind him
up Mount Si.
During one of the siestas they
espied in the distance a tall,
gangling figure springing lightly
from crag to crag up the hillside. The figure, on closer approach, resolved itself into a
youth, who styled himself "Harold," and melted noisily into the
throng.
S4nce there was no water on
Mount Si, the Cooleeß were forced
to rely on cans of grapefruit ant?
orange juice opened with a nai)
they had "borrowed" from a gasstation attendant. The now strongly acid hikers strove mightily to
from their x's in the guest volume
at the mountain's peak.
Coolee prexy, Don Byington,
whenreached for comment on the
affair, lashed out In righteous anger at the rebels. "Naah! Naah!"
he taunted," "this hike won'tcount
toward eligibility for the overnight."
Catherine (iibbons, secretary of
the Hiyus, added, "I was boning all day. The whole thing has
its humorous aspect."
Hiyu treasurer, EIMn McDevltt,
rose betimes and accompanied the
terrible ten to represent the dispossessed Coolee officialdom. Renegade Coolees included: Ruth
Blanchette, Frank Bulzoni, Dick
Risen, Adrienne Healy, George
Krsak, BillMarsh,PatriciaPlumb,
John Powers, and Tom Tangney.

NEWS FROM
BORDEAUX HALL

— Virginia Glassy

The sun is shining, a rare treat
for visitors to this part of the
country. MARION HAGGARTY
and the rest of the girls fron?
Butte like it.
This spring quarter two new
residents have been welcomed into the hall SALLY OURStLER
and JOYCE BARTLETT. LOIS
LECHTENBERO recently returned from vacationing in (Florida.
Candy is again in circulation
since the end of 'Lent and the
g.b.c.'s are quickly brimming over
with empty boxes gbc's are garbage cans in non-Bordeauxii.es
language.
The current telephone strike
hasn't hindered KATIE BOTT
from helping fellow-engineering
students with their calculus.

—

—

'1fi

Horluck's Delicious
Ice Cream

The NEW SENSATIONAL
"FRENCH TIP"
CA. 8936

"

14th &E. Pike

To

PETER PAN
FLORIST

BOVY'S CAFE

—

THESES & GENERAL
TYPING DONE
M. P. SCHULLER

10 Hiyus Sneak Up
Mount Si On Surprise
Trip; Doesn't Count

1340 East Madison

CA.7917

(Madison & Pike Triangle)

♥

Your Friendly Neighborhood Florist serving
your every flower need

MEET YOUR FRIENDS AT

...

SORRENTO DRUGS

where you buy your
DRUGS COSMETICS SCHOOL SUPPLIES
FOUNTAIN LUNCH
Corner Terry & Madison

HAMBURGERS

- $1.50 PER HOUR

CHIEFTAIN FOUNTAIN

MRS. MARY TUCKER

1104 BROADWAY

- 122 E. UNION

1218E. UNION

OFFICE

Phone KAnt 1218

,1KANNIC TANGNEY: Some of ly, love Him more ardently, foltheir test papers show a good deal low Him more closely.
of cooperation, especially those
"He came unto His own and His
Received Him not; but as mafrom
the
back
of
the
own
that come
ny as received Him He gave them
room.
FR. PERONTEAU (Chromosones the power to be made the Children
and Genes Major "The question of God."
"Do not receive the Grace of
is hardly fair for this time of
God
in vain." Let those students
year given the season, the weather, and human nature. In the who feel that Religion classes in
to their
deep recesses of their theoretical College are a hindrance
words.
major
ponder
They
these
mind Iam confident of their commine; they are God's."
plete desire to cooperation prac- are not
NANCY SWABVAA (Psychosis
tically listen to the groans at
Major) "There has been a noticeevery assignment."
able letdown in cooperation of the
JAMES A. (ill.MOBK, S. J. students this quarter
with ol"
(Pre
Major) "Cooperation on sol vying with ol' me-o,"
Idon't know how
part of vets
FATHER MoGUIGAN /Eminent
they are in school social fincof Skepticism) "If S.C.
adversary
tions, but in class they're fine
cut classes to sit
cooperative and very earnest. students did not
the lawn on sunny days, their
on
They really want an education!
cooperation would be far. above
As a matter of fact, in their unaverage.
guarded moments, I've caug^^t riy
But, the students do cut classes
Vets actually thinking."
to sit on the lawn.
JAMES B. McGOLDRICK S. J.
Therefore, when they do this,
(Baseball Major) "The students of
cooperation is not always far
'47 at S.C. are socially pleasant, their
above average, (However, Iwish
highly cooperative and easy to I
could sit on the lawn, .too.*'
work with. They* display a deep
FATHER LOGAN (Spanish Maspirit of industry which is evioui!!!) "I must toss a boujor
denced in the energy with which
in the general direction of
quet
they attack their studies. They
consistently
pleasant and genthe
evidence mature judgment and
studious
erally
members of the
leadership in the regulation of
Spanish colony. But taking a more
student functions, elections, orwe could use
ganizations, etc. Look among general view of S.C.
few more public spirited citizens.
a
the
them for the leaders of
fix- Double the present number and
ture!"
they could be seated compactly in
MR. RALPH ALLEN (Lit..Ma- the phone booth."
jor) "The students seem more coMR. CAIN (Labor-Management
operative than Iwas as a college Major) Yes, Ifeel the students aa
soph.--as Iremember it."
a whole are quite earnest about
FR. LINDEKUGEL S.J. (Skiing their studies and hence apply
Major) "I am asked to answer a themselves very dilligently to the
very personal question "What is work at hand.
the mental attitude of the Seattle
FR. McNULTY, S.J. (Slide Rule
College Students with respect to Tech.) "I find excellent coopertheir Religion clasess?" iKow do ation! It is a pleasure to work
they cooperate with those who la- with the students here at Seattle
bor to instill Christ in them ? You College.
answer the first question yourself,
PAUL A. VOLPE (Econ. Spefor only you and' God really know cialist) Yes, the students cooperthe answer. You will discover the ate very well.
answer, to the question if you ask
MR. WRIGHT (Test tube Mayourself these two questions: jor) Ibelieve that the students co"What is my mental attitude to- operate as well as can be expected,
ward Christ?"
but the scholastic standing is
Remember Religion is Christ. slightly lower than it should be.
"How do I cooperate with His This Is probably due to the fact
grace?" Never forget that a Re- that the returning vets have been
ligion . class is an external grace away for so long, and may not
God has given to you so that you have gotten back into the swing
might know Christ more intimate- of studies yet.
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5-Point Cleaners
1112 Broadway
Next Door to Chieftain Fountain

a

CONVENIENT LOCATION

—

QUALITY SERVICE

A FINE PORTRAIT

PERFECT GIFT

ONE BEAUTIFUL
8 x 10

GOLD TONED PORTRAIT
Only $1.95

SPECIAL!
to

SEATTLE COLLEGE STUDENTS

91.00

900 Words, or 7 to 8 Sheets

Dave Lovcik and Peggy Lesser
QUESTION OF THE WEEK:
Are you receiving as much cooperation from the
students as you expected to get?

SHORT ORDERS

SINGLE SPACE

$1.00

THE FACULTY SPEAKS

Where Collegians Meet

-

Malts Shakes Sundaes

Bradley Studio
1328 2nd Aye.
Phone MA. 2358

Across Rhodes
on 2nd Aye.

